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Modern Spartan Systems Announces “Spartan Copper/Lead
Destroyer™” – A Superior “Nose Friendly” Alternative to
Traditional Solvents
Suwanee, GA – Modern Spartan Systems LLC., manufacturer of today’s most technologically
advanced firearms cleaners and lubricants has unveiled Spartan Copper/Lead Destroyer ™; the
latest in its new arsenal of products designed to optimize the performance of any gun or rifle.
Spartan Copper/Lead Destroyer is formulated to quickly dissolve and destroy the embedded
copper and lead and chlorides within your firearm in minutes instead of hours!
Spartan Copper/Lead Destroyer provides the essential function of removing embedded copper,
lead and chloride residue deep from within the pores of the barrel. This powerful micro-level
cleaning formula is a key component in our “systems approach” to firearm performance
maximization. It is best used with Spartan Carbon Destroyer both in preparation for the initial
application of Spartan Accuracy Oil and continued cleaning maintenance.
The problem with removing these stubborn contaminants is that until now, only very strong
smelling, high VOC chemical solvents were available. These products are limited in their
effectiveness, can pit metals and they “stink”. Our Copper/Lead Destroyer is easy to use (run a
couple saturated patches), fast acting (let soak for 5-10 minutes, then dry patch out), minimal
effort (maybe some mild agitation needed with a nylon brush), won’t etch metal (even if left in
overnight), and is people and environmentally friendly. To top this off, the most commonly
shared compliment we hear all the time, is that, “It smells nice, and my wife lets me use it in the
house.” Women shooters and women married to shooters absolutely love this!
Since most shooters would rather be shooting their guns instead of cleaning them, the fact that
this product is “fast acting” will save them time. The question then becomes, “Is the product
really working?” To answer that valid question and give confidence to the user, Copper/Lead
Destroyer is enhanced with a highly visible copper presence indicator. If it turns blue, run
another patch, if clear the copper is gone. And if the copper is gone, so is the lead (which is a
softer metal) and so are the corrosive chlorides.

“The Copper/Lead Destroyer is awesome. After multiple cleaning with standard products, I was
asked to try running this product on a patch and letting it soak for 5-10 minutes. I did, and what
I thought was clean, it wasn’t. We were pulling up pepper flake sized particles of lead. The lack
of blue indicator showed on the next patch that all the copper was gone. It smelled nice too. I
am sold.”
Thayne – Salt Lake City, Utah

Just like all of our other specialty formulas, we believe that using Spartan Copper/Lead
Destroyer will be your “product of choice” because it is the best, and because your wife will love
you for using it!

Modern Spartan Systems has a generous test and evaluation program in place for members
of the professional media. All media inquiries should be directed to Driftwood Media, Inc. For
the latest Modern Spartan Systems press releases, product images and videos, please visit
www.driftwoodmediacom.com.
Benefits and features of Spartan Copper/Lead Destroyer™










Designed to remove copper, lead & chlorides
“Nose” friendly – no VOCs
Safe on all metals, won’t etch or pit barrels
Powerful & fast acting – works in minutes
Easy to use, minimal to no scrubbing
Product effectiveness verifier – contains a blue copper indicator
Environmentally friendly
Manufactured in ISO 9001 certified plants
American ingenuity & American made

About Modern Spartan Systems
Modern Spartan Systems (MSS) was founded in early 2013 with the purpose of forever changing
the shooting industry. The goal is to transform the perception of firearm maintenance as a
“necessary evil” to an anticipated understanding that proper cleaning and lubrication with the
unique MSS formulas will produce a plethora of rewards, including, YES, IMPROVED
SHOOTING ACCURACY. The partners in this company include: a 14-year military veteran
with a love for competitive shooting and a defense contracting background, a visionary
businessman with the ability to spot little known superior technologies, and a well respected
retail entrepreneur who knows how to make good things happen. These three have assembled a
phenomenal team of high class, high character industry experts, scientists, marketing, sales, PR
and IT people that all have a love for what they are doing. Combined, they are bringing the
tactical, shooting and hunting communities a line of products proven to far surpass the
competition. For more information on the company’s system of firearms lubricants and cleaners,
contact Modern Spartan Systems at

4610 Lambton Circle, Suwanee, GA 30024 • Telephone: 847-669-1640 • or visit
www.modernspartansystems.com.
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